Oxy-17® is a non-radioactive, in vivo biomarker for oxygen metabolism in tissue using MRI. Oxy-17® delivers naturally occurring Oxygen-17 gas (¹⁷O₂) to tissue in concentrations above natural abundance, by inhalation or injection, for real-time, in vivo quantitation of oxygen metabolism in brain, heart and other organs for animal research, drug discovery, drug screening, pre-clinical and human clinical use. One consistent biomarker throughout.

Introducing: A new oxygen transporter to tissue

**OxyToT™ for Oxy-17®**

Oxy-17® is used with OxyToT™ to deliver OxyGas™ (O-17 gas) via intravenous delivery for scientific and medical uses as a bioscale contrast medium for real-time, in vivo quantitation of oxygen metabolism with MR imaging.
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